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Abstract 

 

In this paper the author analyzes how King Leopold II received support for the 

International Africa Association in the United States and Europe.  More specifically, the author 

will determine whether Leopold gained his support through persuasion or deception.  The first 

chapter contains documents from scientists, philosophers and governmental agencies during the 

Victorian era, and argues that western ethnocentrism gave rise to “White Man’s Burden” 

(defined as bringing western civilization to the rest of the globe in this paper), and that colonial 

governments used spreading civilization as justification for using the “inferior races” for their 

benefit.  The second chapter provides a brief overview of the events leading up to and including 

the Berlin Conference, and identifies the significant occurrences that allowed Leopold II to 

obtain sovereignty of the Congo.  In the third and final chapter, the author analyzes these key 

events, and debates whether Leopold was successful due to his humanitarian appeal or my means 

of deception.  The author concludes that Leopold gained the Congo from deception and not 

persuasive techniques. 
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Introduction 

  

 Ever since the end of World War II, the western world has come to terms with the tragic 

events of the Holocaust.  Linked to Hitler’s tyrannical regime, six million Jews were 

intentionally murdered between 1933 and 1945.  There were many complications, but the 

disaster is partially attributed to the German dictator.  When one mentions Hitler in today’s 

society, visions of death, destruction, and deception on an unprecedented scale usually come to 

mind.  However, killing on this level was not a lone event in history.  There is another man who 

can be compared closely to Hitler.  Though he did not act through genocide, he and his deception 

lead to the death of an estimated 10 million Africans in the Belgian Congo between 1880 and 

1920.
1
  This man’s name was King Leopold II of Belgium. 

 Leopold II ruled Belgium during the latter half of the 19
th

 and early 20
th

 century.  Modern 

scholars have labeled him as being a great deceiver and having great charisma.
2
  Furthermore, 

Leopold is described as having royal charm, an intuitive ability to know how to use people, and 

an acute business sense.
3
  He acquired Belgium’s colony, the Congo Free State, through what 

can be argued to be one of the most complicated and ingenious diplomacy campaigns in history.  

The Belgian monarch ran his colony in a brutal fashion; over 50 percent of the Congolese died in 

                                                 
1
   Hochschild, Adam.  King Leopold’s Ghost: A Story of Greed, Terror and Heroism in Colonial Africa (New York: 

Houghton Mifflin Company, 1998), 233. 
2
   Hochschild.  King Leopold’s Ghost, 4. 

3
   Ascherson, Neal.  The King Incorporated: Leopold II in the Age of Trusts (New York: Doubleday and Company, 

1964), 13. 
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the region from colonial policies.
4
  Leopold II has been held largely responsible for these deaths 

because he was the man that made the Belgian Congo a possibility. 

 The purpose of this paper is to examine the effectiveness of Leopold II’s persuasion and 

deception abilities.  How well did the Belgian King deceive the world of his true ambitions?  To 

measure this, I analyze the key reasons political regimes and figures gave for supporting 

Leopold.  More specifically, I examine whether he gained support through mass approval of his 

humanitarian agenda, or if he gained support from deceiving political leaders of his true 

ambitions. 

 Before answering this question, I provide a brief overview of “White Man’s Burden:” 

where the concept originated and what the lines of thought were behind it.  I will then discuss 

how this idea was used by colonial governments as justification for abusing the rights of the 

“inferior races.”  The second chapter consists of a brief summary of Leopold’s foundation of the 

Congo.  In the third and final chapter, I analyze the events presented in chapter two in context to 

the main points developed in chapter one.  The author concludes that Leopold II, though he 

persuaded many people, succeeded because he proposed economic profit to the leaders of 

Europe.  As a result, Leopold acquired his colony due to deception and not persuasion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
4
   Hochschild.  King Leopold’s Ghost, 233. 
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Chapter One: White Man’s Burden 

 

 During the late 19
th

 and early 20
th

 centuries, much of the world was under the control of 

the United States and Europe.  From islands in the Pacific to the jungles of Africa, the white man 

created colonies for his economic benefit.  In nearly every case, spreading western civilization 

was given as justification for these conquests.  This would later become known as the elusive 

“White Man’s Burden.”  This term originated in a popular poem written by Joseph Kipling in 

1899 (a copy of the poem is found in Appendix A).   For this paper I refer to “White Man’s 

Burden” as the perceived duty of Americans and Europeans to spread their culture onto the other 

people of the Earth.  In this chapter I argue that this concept originated from the racially 

prejudiced thought of the Victorian era, and that “White Man’s Burden” was abused by 

westerners for their own profit.  The chapter concludes with a brief discussion of what the 

practice of cannibalism symbolized to the United States in the 19
th 

century.   

 In 1859, world renowned scientist Charles Darwin published his revolutionary work The 

Origin of Species.  Darwin’s concept of evolution is complicated, and the public’s understanding 

of his theory is somewhat different than what it actually is.  However, I present the popular 

understanding of evolution for reasons that become evident in my argument.  After Darwin 

proposed his theory, the common understanding of Darwin’s theory was that creatures evolved 

due to their habitat, where the dominant species changed and the inferior remained the same and 

became extinct.
5
  Shortly after Darwin published his work, evolution was applied to the different 

human races.  In Victorian society, it was thought that because there were multiple human races 

                                                 
5  Pallua, Ulrich.  Eurocentrism, Racism, Colonialism in the Victorian and Edwardian Age: Changing Images of 

Africans in the Scientific and Literary Texts (Heidelberg: Universitätsverlag, 2005), 83. 
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there must be an inferior and a superior race.  Many Europeans wrote on the subject, and 

concluded that the white man was superior to the Asian and African man. 

 Count de Gobineau, a French aristocrat, expressed his thoughts about the superiority 

question in The Inequality of Human Races.  He deduced that “The Negroid variety is the 

lowest… .  The animal character, that appears in the shape of the pelvis, is stamped on the negro 

from birth, and foreshadows his destiny.”  On the contrary, there is the white race, whose people 

“are gifted with reflective energy, or rather with energetic intelligence.”  Gobineau also wrote 

that the white man continually looked for ways to overcome his obstacles, whereas the other two 

races accepted things the way they were.  Due to the white man’s perseverance and ingenuity, 

Gobineau concludes that “all civilizations derive from the white race, [and] that none can exist 

without its help.”
6
  Here the French aristocrat seems to imply that the white man had attained an 

evolved society, whereas the other races of the world had not. 

 Following the opinion of Gobineau, more and more westerners began to think that they 

were superior because they had “acquired civilization.”  According to the common perception of 

Darwin’s theory of evolution, the more advanced species struggled to survive, and then changed, 

or evolved, to better adapt to their environment.  The simple species remained the same, 

unchanged.  Then, in comparison to tribal Africans, Europeans and Americans had evolved from 

their original “savage state,” and continued to change by means of invention and improved 

scientific logic, whereas Africans and Asians held onto out dated customs.
7
  (It is worth nothing 

that Darwin only used his theory to explain the adaptations of species.  Aristocrats like Gobineau 

eventually applied evolution to the human races, not the infamous biologist).  Though it may not 

have been Darwin’s original intent, the theory of evolution provided westerners with “scientific 

                                                 
6
   Arthur de Gobineau, The Inequality of Human Races.  Trans. Adrian Collins. New York: Putnam, 1915, 205-10.  

As shown in Smith, Bonnie.  Imperialism: A History in Documents (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000), 96. 
7
   Pallua, Eurocentrism, 83. 
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proof” that they were superior to the other cultures of the world. 

 These conclusions gave way to the ignorant ethnocentrism of the Victorian era.  

Westerners began to think that, because they had acquired civilization, their culture was superior 

to eastern culture (and everything in between).  Christianity, capitalism, liberty, and small 

competitive states were superior to believing in spirits, Buddhism, and large empires controlled 

by one man.  Furthermore, there was nothing of value in the lower race’s culture.  As F.D. 

Lugard, a British soldier, wrote in 1893 “It is the greatest possible mistake to suppose that a 

European can acquire a greater influence by adopting the mode of the life of the natives.  In 

effect, it is to lower himself to their plane, instead of elevating them to his.”
8
   

Finally, Europeans and Americans also felt that they were also morally superior to the 

other races of the Earth.  Western Christian ethics urged them to spread their gifts and thoughts 

to the rest of the world.  This idea became praised as the “White Man’s Burden,” which, in 

Kipling’s poem (Appendix A), described American missionary efforts in the Philippines during 

the late 1800s.  The “moral obligation” behind “White Man’s Burden” was abused by Europeans 

and Americans during the 19
th

 and 20
th

 centuries.  Imperial governments used the concept as 

justification for their conquests and using the “inferior races” to their benefit. 

This justification was put to words by Theodore Waitz.  In 1863, he wrote in his text 

Introduction to Anthropology: 

If there be various species of mankind, there must be a natural aristocracy among them, a 

dominant white species as opposed to the lower races who by their origin are destined to serve 

the nobility of mankind, and may be tamed, trained, and used like domestic animals … 

Wherever the lower races prove useless for the service of the white man, they must be 

abandoned to their savage state, it being their fate and natural destination.  All wars of 

                                                 
8
   Lugard, F. D.  The Rise of our East African Empire, 1893.  As shown in Stearns, Peter and Gosch, Stephen and 

Grieshaber, Erwin.  Documents in World History, Volume II From 1500 to present (New York: Pearson Education 

Inc., 2006), 215. 
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extermination, whenever the lower species are in the way of the white man, are fully 

justifiable.
9 

 

This quote provides the reader with an eerie foreshadowing of the unjustifiable act of genocide, 

but Waitz merely combined the belief that the white man is the superior race with the idea that 

the dominant species has a right to use the inferior for benefit.  As he points out, since a man is 

superior to cattle and he can use it to his benefit until he kills it, what is different to say that 

because a western man is superior to an African man a European can use an African and then 

exterminate him when he is no longer useful? 

 Another example of a European who made this connection was Jules Ferry, the prime 

minister of France.  In 1884, he made a speech to parliament regarding Imperial policies (the 

author refers the reader to Appendix B for this paragraph).  Ferry began by discussing the need 

for France to find more export markets.  He later stated “the higher races have a right over the 

lower races.”  Immediately afterwards, the prime minister said they have this right because they 

have “the duty to civilize the inferior races.”
10

  Because Ferry discusses the need for export 

markets and then states that the higher races have a right over the lower ones, the French prime 

minister inadvertently claims that westerners have the right to use Africa and Asia as colonies for 

exports.  Furthermore, Ferry seems to connect this concept with spreading civilization.  In other 

words, because Europeans were aiding the lower races by bringing them western culture, the 

white man had the right to use the inferior race for his economic benefit. 

 The British Government made the same conclusion in 1886.  In that year, a charter for the 

National African Company established a trade operation in Africa.  The charter specified that the 

Niger region was given to the company because the “Kings, Chiefs, and peoples of the various 

                                                 
9
   Waitz, Theodore.  Introduction to Anthropology, trans. J. Frederick Collingwood (London: Anthropological 

Society, 1863), 13.  As shown in Pallua.  Eurocentrism, 80. 
10

   Ferry, Jules.  On French Colonial Expansion: Speech excerpt from 1884.  As shown in Stearns, Documents in 

World History, 215-216. 
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territories in the basin of the River Niger” agreed being under British direction would be 

beneficial to them as Africans.  The charter also gave the company the power to “acquire and 

take by purchase, cession, or other lawful means, other rights, interests, …, or property in the 

region aforesaid, and to hold, use, enjoy, and exercise the same for the purposes of the company” 

because they were benefitting the natives.
11

  The charter explicitly uses spreading civilization as 

a justification for taking over the area, and then says that they have the power to “acquire other 

rights” in exchange for bringing improvement to the region. 

 In summary, “White Man’s Burden” came to be a rallying cry for imperialism.  Defined 

as spreading the civilization of western culture to the rest of the world, the powers of Europe 

used “White Man’s Burden” as a justification for their conquests.  This concept evolved from the 

ethnocentrism of the Victorian era.  Thanks to Darwin’s theory of evolution, the white race had 

“scientific proof” behind their claims of being the dominant species.  These racially prejudiced 

ideas were then abused by politicians and businessmen to justify using the lower races for their 

financial ambitions.   

These abuses would later become responsible for the death of an estimated 10 million 

Africans in the Congo region, but before I move onto the foundation of the Congo Free State, I 

would like to discuss how cannibalism falls into this picture.  Specifically, I am focusing on what 

the practice of cannibalism symbolized to the American public and how it related to “White 

Man’s Burden.”  I use the following points in one of my arguments in chapter three.    Most 

Americans of the 19
th

 century felt they were advanced in comparison to the cultures of Africa.  

This was especially true with slavery having a strong presence in the southern states.  After the 

end of the Civil War, Americans searched for proof of their superiority over their former slaves.   

                                                 
11

   Note: all quotes from this paragraph are from the following source: “Royal Charter Granted to the National 

African Company,” 1886.  Quoted in John E. Flint, Sir George Goldie and the Making of Nigeria.  London: Oxford 

University Press, 1960, 330-35.  As shown in Smith.  Imperialism, 43-45. 
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To the aid of racist southerners came P.T. Barnum, an American showman.  He hosted a 

traveling exhibition of people from exotic locations across the globe.  His show took place from 

1871-1873, and one of the highlights in his show were the Fiji Cannibals.  According to Jeff 

Berglund’s Cannibal Fictions: American Exploration of Colonialism, Race, Gender and 

Sexuality, Americans were attracted to the cannibals in the show because it allowed them to 

come to grips with their civilized heritage.
12

  That is to say, viewing the “savage” appearance and 

customs of cannibals allowed Americans to distinguish themselves and their “superior culture” 

from the inferior.  Being “morally superior,” Americans viewed cannibalism as an unspeakable 

taboo.  In fact, the practice of cannibalism was the definition of barbarity and savagery for many 

Americans.
13

  Finally, Berglund states that American’s linked the barbarous practice of 

cannibalism to the location it took place.  That is, if a location of the world had people who 

practiced cannibalism, the entire location was labeled as savage.  So, if part of the world was 

reported to be filled with cannibals, Americans would immediately symbolize that location as 

being void of civilization.
14

 

After the civil war, Americans desperately searched for ways to assert dominance over 

their recently freed slaves.  P.T. Barnum’s American Exhibition of Fiji Cannibals helped assert 

this dominance, as citizens of the United States viewed cannibalism as a synonym for barbarity 

and savagery.  Furthermore, Americans tied the savagery of cannibalism to the location that it 

took place.  In context of “White Man’s Burden,” any place that was reported to practice 

cannibalism was also a keen target for sending missionaries and bringing civilization.  Though 

these points seem somewhat unrelated at the moment, they will be used later to help explain the 

United States’ recognition of Leopold II as sovereign of the Congo Free State.  

                                                 
12

   Berglund.  Cannibal Fictions, 37. 
13

   Berglund. Cannibal Fictions, 31. 
14

   Berglund.  Cannibal Fictions, 53. 
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Chapter Two: Foundation of the Congo Free State 

 

Figure 1: King Leopold II of Belgium 

 

 The Congo Free State, or the Belgian Congo, was approximately eleven million square 

miles and was located in the heart of Africa.  As its name suggests, this region became a Belgian 

colony, but it did not happen overnight.  It took King Leopold II of Belgium nearly twenty years 

to bring this area under his possession.  In large part, it is thanks to Leopold’s keen political 

insights that he is successful.  However, there were other reasons.  This chapter provides a brief 

overview as to how Leopold II gained sovereignty over the Congo region, and identifies the key 

reasons that made it possible.  These factors were the support of Henry Shelton Sanford and 

Henry Morton Stanley, the United States’ recognition of the International African Association, 

and the complicated political negotiations before the Berlin Conference of 1885. 
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Belgium had only become independent in 1830.  During most of the mid 19
th

 century, the 

small country focused on being a neutral entity in the center of Europe.  As its three powerful 

neighbors, Germany, France and Great Britain, put forth their energies into imperialism and 

empire, Belgium was only concerned with domestic affairs during the reign of Leopold I.  His 

son, Leopold II was born in 1935 as crown prince of Belgium, and he inherited the throne from 

his father upon his death in 1865.  Unlike his father, Leopold II was obsessed with business and 

colonial expansion.  He firmly believed that a country needed a colony to be successful.  

Leopold’s feelings for expansion were not shared by his countrymen however, and essentially as 

the figurative leader of a small country ran by a parliament, the ambitious King was left with 

very few options.  To make matters more difficult, Belgium had a small army.  Leopold was not 

going to gain his colony successfully by force.  Leopold would have to acquire his colony 

through nontraditional means.  Instead, the Belgian monarch would have to disguise his colony 

quest as a humanitarian venture that was beneficial to all of Europe.
15

 

Leopold’s choice of location for a colony was limited as well.  The only continent 

unexplored and unclaimed (besides Antarctica) during the second half of the 19
th

 century was 

sub-Saharan Africa.  The only knowledge of the area were reports of Arab-slave trading.  This 

region was of little interest to Europe at this time because Africa was thought of in terms of 

coastline.  Travel into the heart of Africa was difficult, especially on the Congo River.  Violent 

cataracts were located near the coast, making navigation from the coast into the interior 

impossible by boat.  Thick jungle made travel by foot slow and troublesome.  Furthermore, 

hostile African tribes and tropical diseases made the area undesirable.  This location, however, 

was the one place Leopold II could make his dream of a colony come true.
16

 

                                                 
15

   Hochschild.  King Leopold’s Ghost, 36-42. 
16

   Hochschild.  King Leopold’s Ghost, 42. 
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The region was dominated by the mighty Congo River and its tributaries.  The waterway 

remained unexplored until 1877, the year Henry Morton Stanley reemerged from his two year 

long survey expedition through Central Africa.
17

  After he finished his expedition, Leopold 

immediately contacted Stanley to see if he would like to start opening the interior to the global 

trade market.  Stanley initially turned Leopold’s offer down, hoping that his home country Great 

Britain would be the country to benefit from his exploration.  However, England was too 

preoccupied with a recession at home, colonial problems throughout the world, and not 

interested enough in Central Africa to add the Congo to its empire.
18

  Nonetheless, Stanley 

wanted to open up Central Africa to civilization and global markets.  For these reasons, Stanley 

decided to open up the Congo under the direction of Leopold II.  (A map of the Congo region is 

shown in Appendix C).  Between 1879 and 1884, Stanley built a road around the rivers 

impassable cataracts, reassembled steam boats above them, and created numerous trading posts 

on the Congo River.
19

 

Though Stanley was directed by Leopold II, he was never really sure who was paying 

him.  In actuality, it was King Leopold himself, but the crafty king told the press and Stanley that 

the International African Association (the IAA), an internationally represented board of explorers 

and geographers, was paying for the operation.  The IAA was founded by Leopold II shortly 

before Stanley returned from Africa in 1877.  The goals of the association were to bring 

civilization to central Africa, stop the Arab-slave trade, and open the interior to international 

trade.  To deceive his ambitions, Leopold made it clear that that he founded the organization to 

                                                 
17

   The Times.  28 March 1883, page 3, column E. 
18

   Newman, James.  Imperial Footprints: Henry Morton Stanley’s African Journeys (Washington: Brasseys Inc., 

2004), 154. 
19

   Hochschild.  King Leopold’s Ghost, 57. 
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bring civilization to Africa, and that he had no intention of ownership over the region.
20

  The 

committee met once in Brussels, elected Leopold II as president, and never met again.  It was 

funded by British and Dutch businessmen, but the largest contributor was Maximilien Strauch, a 

man who put in Leopold’s money under his name.
21

   

Due to the IAA sponsoring Stanley’s expedition, and Leopold not being listed as one of 

the financiers of the IAA, Leopold’s economic ties to the operation were covered up and his true 

plans were not revealed to the general public.  By carrying out things in this crafty way, the 

Belgian King deceived most people into thinking that Stanley’s work was for the humanitarian 

gains of scientific exploration and opening the interior to trade.  The gimmick worked, and soon 

after Leopold sent Stanley to work for him in Africa newspapers printed articles that linked 

Leopold’s actions to the advancement of geography.  “The King of the Belgians is the president 

of scientific society, of which Mr. Stanley is the agent.”
22

  As a side note, the geographers who 

attended the conference in Belgium were not naively tricked by Leopold’s philanthropic agenda.  

They were educated explorers from the finest countries of Europe, and were not fooled by the 

King’s humanistic goals.  All attending knew that if Leopold could conquer the area by sheer 

force he would.  So the geographers of the IAA were not blindly fooled by the Belgian King.
23

 

To further deceive his connections to the operation, Leopold confused the public and 

political leaders with organization names.  After the one and only meeting of the IAA, Leopold 

created another organization called the International Association of the Congo (IAC).  Unlike the 

IAA, this organization was linked to Leopold’s name and was directed by him.  To deceive the 

public and politicians, Leopold interchanged the names of the IAC and the IAA when discussing 

                                                 
20

   Leopold II.  Speech given at the Brussels Conference of 1876.  As shown in MacDonnel, John.  King Leopold II: 

His Rule in Belgium and the Congo (New York: Negro Universities Press, 1905), 94. 
21

   Hochschild.  King Leopold’s Ghost, 44-45. 
22

   The New York Times.  23 November 1882, p. 4. 
23

   MacDonnel.  King Leopold II, 96-98. 
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the Congo.  As a result, people were confused as to who was really behind the work in Africa: 

the King of a country and not an internationally recognized board of geographers.  To further 

confuse the two, Leopold made the goals of the IAC identical to the ambitions of the IAA.  As 

stated in a copy of the declaration exchanged between the United States and the IAC, the IAC 

stated that the Congo would “levy no custom house duties upon goods or articles of merchandise 

imported into their territories,” and 

Guarantee foreigners settling in their territories the right to establish commercial houses and 

to carry on trade.  They pledge themselves never to grant to the citizens of one nation any 

advantages without immediately extending the same to the citizens of all other nations, and to 

do all in their powers to prevent the slave trade.
24

 

 

The IAC pledged to allow free trade and equal rights to all nations.  In other words, under the 

IAC the Congo would be a neutral trading zone that would prevent the slave trade.  Leopold’s 

scheme worked, and very few people realized that the IAA and the IAC were different 

organizations. 

While Stanley was working hard for him in Africa, Leopold II advertised the IAA to the 

rest of the western world.  He seemed to know exactly how a crowd would best like to hear about 

the organization, and tailored his description based on the audience.  The trading posts were aid 

stations for scientific and missionary purposes to Americans, and knights and crusaders to the 

Germans.  He also told Americans that the Congo would become a republic of united African 

states.
25

  To the British, Leopold compared his work to the Red Cross.  “The IAC, as it does not 

seek to gain money, and does not beg for aid of any state, resembles in a measure, … , the 

society of the Red Cross.”
26

  In November of 1882, Leopold wrote that “The IAC is an 

association of rich philanthropists and men of science who, with a disinterested goal of 

                                                 
24

   Sanford, Henry.  “Copy of the Declaration Exchanged between the United States of America and the 

International Association of the Congo.”  As shown in Gavin, R.J.  The Scramble for Africa: Documents on the 

Berlin West Conference and Related Subjects 1884/1885 (Ibadan Nigeria: Ibadan University Press, 1973), 266. 
25

   Hochschild.  King Leopold’s Ghost, 66-67. 
26

   The Times.  28 March, 1883, page 3, column E. 
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civilization, and for the love of progress, seek to open the Congo Basin.”
27

 

Leopold’s claims were met by a warm audience.  Many people were persuaded by him, 

and he began to be viewed as a saint-like figure.  During late 20
th

 century, the standard politician 

was not heralded by an international audience for improving the world, but then there was 

Leopold II.  This man wanted (or at least claimed) to want to bring civilization to a corner of the 

world were there was none, and open up commerce to better the European and American 

economy.  He appealed to the people as a rich and loving man that simply wanted to make the 

world a better place.  As a result, Leopold developed a personal aura about him.
28

  Every action 

Leopold committed to and words he spoke were noble acts.  His name became synonymous with   

humanitarianism. 

Exactly how much of the population was fooled by Leopold?  The exact number is hard 

to determine, but this next excerpt gives us an idea of what Leopold’s image was before and after 

the foundation of the Congo.  On November 2
nd

 of 1888 and February 1
st
 of 1889, the American 

Philosophical Society held meetings on the Belgian Congo.  Specifically they talked about how 

and why it was founded and the known geographical information on Central Africa at the time.  

The meeting began with this introduction by Henry Phillips. 

The creation of the Congo Independent State may be considered as one of the most curious 

and most characteristic episodes of the nineteenth century.  All settlements formerly made in 

unexplored countries were the results of missionary labors, or of wealth- or fame-seeking 

adventurers.  …  To no such causes was the founding of the Congo Independent State 

indebted, neither religious fervor nor thirst of gold caused it to see the light.  The philanthropy 

of the King of the Belgians, together with his love of geographical explorations, were to be 

the means of pouring the light of civilization upon “the dark continent.”
29

 

 

If an educated body such as the American Philosophical Society believed that Leopold created 

                                                 
27

   Stengers.  “King Leopold and Anglo-French Rivalry,” 144. 
28

   Stengers.  “King Leopold and Anglo-French Rivalry,” 145. 
29

   Phillips, Henry, Jr.  “An Account of the Congo Independent State.”  Proceedings of the American Philosophical 

Society, Vol. 26, No. 130 (July- December 1889), 459.  Found on Jstor, accessed on 6 November 

(www.jstor.org/stable/983184). 
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the Congo Free State for the reasons he claimed, it is not too extraordinary to suggest that a 

majority of the population was fooled by Leopold’s philanthropic image.   

During the mid 1880s, the major European powers suddenly became interested in 

acquiring the territory in Central Africa.  This would later become known as the scramble for 

Africa.  This could have been a problem for Leopold.  He did not have any international 

recognition of ownership over the Congo, just mass appeal.  As a result, he sent diplomats to talk 

to the major powers of Europe and the United States, arguing for his sovereignty over the Congo.  

Henry S. Sanford argued on Leopold’s behalf to the United States.  Sanford, the U.S. ambassador 

to Belgium, firmly believed in the humanitarian goals Leopold II in the Congo.  He was also a 

wealthy man with a bad luck for business in the United States, but hoped to start a successful 

venture in Africa.
30

 

Sanford spoke with President Arthur and lobbied representatives for U.S. recognition of 

Belgian ownership of the Congo.  He hosted countless lavish dinners for senators and 

representatives.  Sanford also sent letters to be published in local newspapers that emphasized 

Leopold’s objectives of ending the Arab-slave trade, bringing civilization to Africa, and opening 

Central Africa to global markets.  Furthermore, the Belgian Ambassador highlighted Leopold’s 

humanitarian agenda wherever he went.  Because Sanford received all the information about the 

Congo directly from Leopold, the Belgian monarch virtually controlled all of the information 

being presented to the American press and Congress.  Sanford also advertised the Congo as a 

potential solution to the race problem in America.  The Congo, he argued, would be a great place 

to send African Americans.
31

 

Sanford’s campaign was a success, and on April 22
nd

 1884, the U.S. recognized Belgium 
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sovereignty of the Congo and declared it a friendly government to the United States.  It was the 

first country to do so, which put pressure on other European nations to recognize it as well.
32

  

Leopold II would have had less political leverage if the United States did not recognize the IAA.  

At this time, Portugal, who had the support of powerful Great Britain, also claimed the Congo.  

France was aggressively pursuing the region as well.  All Leopold had for a claim on the region 

was an unofficial squatter’s rights from the IAA project Stanley was working on, but the United 

States taking sides with Belgium on the issue gave Leopold some political leverage.
33

  As a 

result, the United States’ recognition is partial to Leopold’s success of gaining the Congo. 

Leopold II had a similar lobbying campaign inside of France.  Though reluctant to agree 

at first because of their own ambitions in Central Africa, the French government did not have the 

support of another nation as the Belgians had in the United States (In fact Germany, one of the 

other major players, leaned towards supporting Belgium).  This disadvantage eventually caused 

France to support Belgium.  They thought it was better for the tiny nation to have the Congo than 

their rival the British (Portugal was going to grant Great Britain exclusive trading rights in 

exchange for their support).  Despite their support however, France was still hesitant to give their 

formal approval; they feared that little Belgium did not have the financial strength to open up the 

interior, and would be forced to sell their colony.  If Belgium sold the Congo, Great Britain 

would be in the strongest position to obtain it.  Leopold however, realizing France’s fears, 

offered to give the French the right to buy the Congo first if Belgium went bankrupt.  In 

exchange, France would have to recognize Belgian sovereignty.  Having no reason to say no, 

France supported Leopold II as ruler of the Congo.
34
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Germany was much harder to convince.  Bismarck saw through Leopold’s disguise of a 

“united negro state,” and questioned the exact size of the area Leopold II was claiming.  Only 

after he saw a map of the region (Stanley published a map after he returned from the Congo in 

early 1884) did Bismarck approve of Belgian sovereignty.
35

  He too did not feel threatened by 

the small country owning such a large area; it was thought better for Belgium to own the Congo 

than powerful France or even stronger Great Britain. 

 The scramble for Africa climaxed at the Berlin Conference of 1885.  All the major 

powers came together to determine which country would have a sphere of influence in each 

region (a map of the result is in Appendix D).  Curiously enough, Leopold II did not attend the 

conference, but this probably supported his deceptions.  It made it appear as though he had no 

financial interests in the Congo.  Leopold did not need to attend the conference.  He already had 

connections to many of the countries present, and had the support of the United States, France, 

and Germany.  To further aid him, Sanford was one of the representatives of the United States.
36

  

When discussing the Congo, most countries agreed Leopold would be granted sovereign rights 

under certain conditions (excerpt of the General Act of the Berlin Conference is found in 

Appendix E).  He had to allow nations free access with no taxes except for what was necessary 

for the Congo’s development, no monopolies on trade, vessels from all nations allowed free 

passage on the Congo River and its tributaries, stopping slavery, and to improve the well-being 

of the native Africans.  Leopold was given one port on the African coast, the land he built the 

road around the cataracts on, and the area encompassing the Congo River and its tributaries.  

Finally, Leopold II was recognized and named Congo Sovereign.
37
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It is essential to point out that the powers agreed to Belgian sovereignty because all 

nations involved were under the assumption that the Congo would be like an international colony 

under Leopold’s direction.  If a country besides Belgium owned the Congo, only the power that 

controlled the region would be able to trade in Central Africa.  If Leopold possessed Central 

Africa, the Congo would be open to commerce for everyone.  This point becomes evident when 

reading the General Act of the Berlin Conference, where it was written: 

In order to give a new guarantee of security to trade and industry, and to encourage, by the 

maintenance of peace, the development of civilization in the countries [of the Congo], and placed 

under the free trade system, the High Signatory Parties … bind themselves to respect the neutrality of 

the territories … belonging to the said countries … so long as the Powers which exercise … the rights 

of sovereignty … shall fulfill the duties which neutrality requires.
38

 

 

So, one can conclude that the other powers at the conference supported Leopold simply because 

they could not justify a large enough claim of the Congo to possess it themselves, and they 

preferred the area in neutral hands as opposed to one of their rivals.
39

 

 It was almost twenty years since he had been crowned, but Leopold II finally had his 

colony.  The feat was thanks in large part to his charisma and carefully planned decisions.  

However, there were other key factors to his success.  The first was the complex political at and 

before the Berlin Conference.  The second was the support Leopold received from both Henry S. 

Sanford and Henry M. Stanley.  Without Sanford Leopold would not have been successful in 

gaining the recognition of the United States or had come out so well at the Berlin Conference; 

without Stanley Leopold would not have had the support of an internationally recognized 

explorer to bolster his image, or had an original squatter’s rights claim on the Congo.  These 

three things, political complications, support of Stanley and Sanford, and the approval of the 

United States were essential to Leopold gaining sovereignty of the Congo. 
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Chapter 3: Ulterior Motives 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Henry Morton Stanley 

 

 In chapter two, it was argued that Leopold II gained sovereignty of the Congo because of 

the support of Henry M. Stanley and Henry S. Sanford, the political complications behind the 

Berlin Conference, and the United States recognition of the International African Association.  

Leopold II has been called charismatic by many scholars for gaining the mass approval for his 

colony.  In this chapter the author will analyze the key events leading to Leopold’s success at the 

Berlin Conference, and answer why the masses, political leaders and organizations approved of 
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Leopold.  Finally, the chapter will end by revealing whether Leopold successful because of his 

persuasion or his deception.   

 Before I begin to analyze, I would like to distinguish a difference between persuading 

and deceiving.  In order to d so, I would like to refer the reader to Appendix F.  This article 

appeared in The Times on March 28
th

, 1883.  Though it says it was submitted by a Belgian 

Correspondent, it was actually written and submitted by Leopold II. 

I define persuasion as presenting information from a perspective that is appealing to the 

audience, or focusing on the philosophical idea behind a concept.  Then Leopold was persuading 

when he talked about opening up Central Africa to civilization, when he argued that Portugal has 

no right to claim the Congo, and when he presented his actions in terms of “White Man’s 

Burden.”  For the course of this paper, I also define persuasion in terms of lobbying techniques, 

such as the flattering Leopold gave both Sanford and Stanley, and the parties Sanford hosted for 

U.S. senators.  On the contrary, Leopold was deceiving when he blatantly lied about something.  

For example, whenever Leopold suggested that the Congo would be like an independent colony 

with free-trade, he was deceiving because he had no intention of making that a reality.  The 

Belgian Congo eventually became strictly a Belgian Colony, and it was made that way according 

to the design of Leopold.  

 I will begin my analysis with why Leopold won the support of the public.  As the author 

argued in chapter two, King Leopold made sure to publicize his labors in the Congo as 
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humanitarian efforts.  He was the man who funded the opening of Africa so that it could be first 

neutralized, civilized, and then used for free trade.  Claiming no financial interests in the region, 

he simply wanted to make the world a more western place.  These claims gave the king public 

appeal.  In my analysis, I try to answer the question of whether the public’s approvals of 

Leopold’s policies were due to his advertising techniques or to the common societal norms of the 

time. 

Based on the major points developed in chapter one, most nations in the 19
th

 century 

played the “advancing civilization card” to justify their conquests.  These claims were usually 

based on observations of the natives living in a region.  If those people were “uncivilized,” the 

colonizers would simply excuse their intervention by claiming to be advancing the undeveloped 

culture.  There was very little written on people living in the Congo region before 1878.  In fact, 

even the origin of Congo River was unknown by geographers.
40

  The only information known of 

the region was the presence of Arab slave traders and the fearsome practices of the natives.  

Samuel Baker spoke of his journeys in Central Africa in 1875, which “he found … a land of 

cruelty, vices, and desolation, owing to the slave trade and paganism combined.”
41

 

The presence of the slave trade in Central Africa may not appear enough to warrant a call 

to civilize the region, but, according to an author from the 19
th

 century, it was.  J. R. Buel wrote 

Heroes of the Dark Continent, a popular book about Africa in the 1890s.  He explains that the 
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slave trade was one of the major influences that concentrated public attention on Africa.  

Furthermore, it served as a rallying cry for “White Man’s Burden” and missionary efforts on the 

continent.  After the emancipation of the slaves in the United States and the serfs in Russia, there 

was a “Universal sympathy among civilized nations in favor of destroying slavery in every part 

of the world.”
 42

  As early as 1865, Hollis Reed, an American, wrote that “The withering curse of 

Africa, as we have seen, is the slave trade.”
43

  Furthermore, it was a commonly held view that the 

Arabs were not civilized themselves, so any presence or establishment they had in Africa would 

have been viewed as uncivilized.  This is revealed when Buel writes that reports brought back by 

famous individuals such as Emin and Gordon had “Re-enforced the world’s horror at the 

frightful abuse of Turkish and Arabic power in the Soudan, in which the savagery of the semi-

civilized [Islamic cultures] exceeds immeasurably that of the lowest barbarians.”
44

 

The first account of thorough information on the Congo region appeared in Henry M. 

Stanley’s Through the Dark Continent, which was published in 1878.  In this work, Stanley 

included maps of the never been seen geography of Central Africa, and provided a detailed 

account of the natives who lived on the Congo River.  Like Baker, Stanley wrote negatively of 

the Africans, showing many of the tribes he comes into contact with in a bad light.  In one 

section of book—which is entitled my “primitive brothers and sisters”—Stanley described one 
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village in the Uhombo district. 

I saw before me over a hundred beings of the most degraded, unpresentable type it is possible 

to conceive, and though I knew quite well that some thousands of years ago the beginning of 

this wretched humanity and myself were one and the same, a sneaking disinclination to 

believe it possessed me strongly, and I would even now willingly subscribe some small 

amount of silver money for him who could but assist me to controvert the discredible fact.
45 

 

In another section, Stanley devalued the tribe’s humanity by mocking their societal system.  

“Almost bursting into laugh at the absurdity, I turn towards an individual whose age marks him 

out as respect is due.”  In describing the village elder, he commented that “I could carve a better 

looking hand out of a piece of rhinoceros hide,” and that his face was “Like an ugly, extravagant 

mask, clumsily manufactured from some strange, dark brown coarse material.”  In comparison to 

their leader, Stanley wrote that the members of the tribe were “Ugly—uglier—ugliest.”
46

  

Though Stanley did occasionally describe the Africans positively (some tribes being good hosts 

and generous to him), he portrays the typical native as grotesque, being more apelike than 

human.  To the Victorian reader, these descriptions would have screamed uncivilized. 

 What did all of this mean in terms of Leopold’s popularity?  Stanley describing the 

Congo as a savage place, in addition to the views of other explorers such as Bakers, would have 

been thought in terms of “White Man’s Burden” to Victorian readers.  After this portrait of 

central Africa was painted, most citizens of an Imperialistic country would have agreed that 

civilizing the Congo was a good idea.  In fact, after Stanley’s book was published, the following 

statement appeared in The New York Times.  “What the world wishes to see is the conversion of 

Central Africa from barbarism to civilization.”
47

  The writings of Stanley created a firm base for 

the need of “White Man’s Burden” in the Congo.  Then, when Leopold created an organization 

whose goal was to bring civilization to the Congo, there was already a subconscious calling in 
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the mind of the public for such an action.  There was little effort needed for the Belgian monarch 

to convince the masses that the IAA was an organization worthy of support. 

 To further help his public appeal, Leopold had Henry M. Stanley—one of the most 

famous explorers of the 19
th

 century—working for him.  Due to his popular status, Stanley 

received a lot of attention from the press, which lead to an increase in King Leopold’s popularity.  

Stanley had been a superstar in the United States ever since he discovered the fate of Dr. 

Livingstone, a popular missionary in Africa.  His status is easily confirmed when examining 

articles published in The Yew York Times during the 1870s and 1880s.  Immediately after he 

emerged from Stanley’s first expedition on the Congo, his journey was described as: “Since the 

days of the Spanish conquistadors in the New World there has been no more splendid 

achievement than Stanley’s journey to the sea.”
48

  Furthermore, while in Leopold’s employ, the 

press followed Stanley’s every move.  Between 1882 and 1884, the French sent an explorer 

named M. De Brazza along with a French army to force Stanley out of the Congo and claim it for 

themselves.  American journalists reacted very negatively toward the French, writing “When 

[Stanley] returned to Africa as the agent of an international society [the IAA], charged with the 

task of opening the Congo to trade, his mission was a purely peaceful one.  To induce the natives 

to trade by shooting them down is a method that would occur only to a Frenchman.”
49

  In the 

same article, it was written that:  

Although Mr. Stanley alone is not sufficiently powerful to withstand a French army, he 

represents interests which France cannot attack with impunity.  He is the agent of a peaceful 

society, of which the King of the Belgians is President, and it is a question whether an outrage 

upon him by the French government is not constructively an outrage upon a Belgian subject.
50
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This event was followed up by the paper on the 23
rd

 June, 1883, which also mentioned Stanley’s 

plight and his objectives, “Of which King Leopold is the moving spirit.”
51

   

These quotes make it clear that Stanley was loved by the American press.  He was 

respected by many leaders as well, including Bismarck and Leopold himself.  Americans were so 

proud of Stanley that one writer commented “It is very certain that if skill, bravery, and 

perseverance could insure success, Stanley would solve every problem of African geography 

within the next two years.”
52

  As a result, Leopold’s popular response with the public can be 

partially attributed to Stanley’s status as an explorer, especially in the United States.  As 

mentioned earlier, nearly every article written about Stanley’s work in the Congo would mention 

who was sponsoring his work, and what the organizations goals were.  Then a substantial part of 

Leopold’s popularity came from his association with Stanley. 

As argued in chapter two, Stanley was crucial to Leopold’s success.  What were the 

explorer’s motives for doing Leopold’s work in the Congo?  Did the King persuade Stanley to 

help him, or did Stanley have more substantial reasons for working for the monarch?  After 

finishing Through the Dark Continent, Stanley wanted to open Europe’s eyes to the potential of 

central Africa.  He believed that the region had great economic possibilities, and he wanted to 

open up the Congo to trade.  This was a revolutionary idea at the time, for the interior was not 

accessible by boat due to impassable cataracts on the river.  Furthermore, most countries 

believed that the Central Africa was not worth the time and effort to develop.  One article even 

stated “The time will no doubt come when [Northern and Central] Africa will be inhabited by 
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wealthy and enlightened people [with which to trade], but that day is not near enough to warrant 

getting excited over it in anticipation.”
53

   

Despite the feelings of the rest of Europe, Stanley hoped to open Central Africa, and that 

Britain would be the country to do it.  After his expedition the explorer immediately pressed for 

English colonization of the Congo, but England was not as interested as he would have hoped.  

The government thought that developing the Congo would be too expensive.  Furthermore, the 

lack of evidence for potential profit made colonization of Central Africa seem like an 

unnecessary risk.  Despite their rationale, Stanley felt personally insulted by Britain’s refusal, but 

he still wanted to open up the interior.  If England would not hire him for the job, he would do it 

under the direction of Belgium.
54

 

 Leopold attempted to flatter Stanley from his first meeting with him, but Stanley was 

never completely fooled by Leopold.  The king’s sweet talk had some effect on him initially, but 

Stanley eventually became annoyed with the king’s way of working with him.  Leopold would 

only write Stanley when he wanted something, and he always did it in a predictable manner.
55

  

Stanley would come to describe letters from the king as “Typical Leopold Letter[s],” which 

showered him with praise for his endeavors and then asked him to perform a task.
56

 

Throughout his correspondence with Leopold, Stanley knew the king was not being 

completely honest.  He felt like Leopold intentionally kept information from him.  For instance, 

the explorer never knew for sure who was paying him (whether it was the IAA or the King 

himself).  Stanley was never clueless however.  He once wrote that it was “pretty evident that 

under the guise of an International Association [Leopold] hopes to make a Belgian dependency 
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of the Congo.”
57

  Despite his small frustrations with the King, Stanley whole-heartedly wanted to 

open the interior of Africa, and he was willing to play Leopold’s game to make it happen.  He 

identified his ambitions in The Congo and the Founding of its Free State, where he wrote “[this 

state] would materially assist us in planting the benefits of legitimate commerce among them, 

and in opening the heart of Africa, … , to the enterprise of Europe.”
58

 

Based on these observations, Leopold did not win Stanley’s employment from his 

flattering techniques.  The king could have been as sweet as honey with Stanley, and had 

England wanted to develop the Congo, Stanley would have done it for Britain.  Furthermore, 

Stanley’s main reason for working under Leopold was to open up the interior, not the 

philanthropic reasons stated by the IAA.  Stanley saw through these aims, and realized Leopold’s 

true ambition, but he accepted working for Belgium because it allowed him to achieve his goal. 

How about the other essential figure to Leopold’s scheme?  Henry S. Sanford worked 

tirelessly to get the United States to recognize the government of the IAA as sovereign of the 

Congo.  Leopold would have had a much harder time being successful with the Congo if it were 

not for the United States’ original acknowledgement.  Sanford was also highly attributed to 

Leopold’s success at the Berlin Conference; he was incredibly gifted as a diplomat and his 

compromises allowed Leopold to receive everything he wanted.  Leopold simply would not have 

triumphed without the help of Sanford. 

Sanford was much more naïve than Stanley; he was deeply influenced by the flattery of 

Leopold.  Furthermore, unlike Stanley, Sanford was somewhat of an unsuccessful man.  Though 

he was born wealthy, everything he invested in turned out to be a failure.  By the time of his 

death, he had spent most of his inheritance.  Sanford was also a politician, and served as a 
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congressmen.  Here, like his business ventures, he was mostly unsuccessful, and was actually 

somewhat unpopular.  Despite his shortcomings, Sanford was later appointed as U.S. ambassador 

to Belgium in the 1860s.
59

 

 
 

Figure 3: Henry Shelton Sanford 

 

Leopold was great at knowing when a person could prove useful to him; he also was 

good at reading people.  The King knew that Sanford would be an asset in gaining the support of 

the United States.  To flatter the ambassador, Leopold had his servants pleasantly greet Sanford.  

“The king is pleased that you will continue to reside among us where all the world loves and 

appreciates you.”
60

  The monarch would also invite Sanford and his wife to have dinner with the 

royal family.  Given his unsupportive audience at home, Sanford was easily influenced by 

Leopold’s compliments.  Furthermore, the U.S. ambassador was drawn to the glamour of 

royalty.
61

  So when Leopold told Sanford that he was establishing an organization for purely 
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humanitarian goals and opening up an international market in Central Africa, he not only 

believed it, but wanted to help in any way he could. 

Though his motives might seem simple, working for the compliments of royalty, Sanford 

did have other reasons to support Leopold.  He truly believed that Leopold wanted to open up 

Central Africa to trade, and that Sanford himself was helping to make it happen.  The former 

congressmen also thought bringing civilization to the Congo was a noble and worthy cause.  He 

was inspired by Leopold’s humanitarian agenda, later writing “Your Majesty’s work is the most 

beneficent work of the century.”
62

  However, Sanford had business interests in the region as well.  

He liked the idea of opening Central Africa to United States trade.  Living in the southern states, 

Sanford also felt that the Congo would be a great location to resettle the recently freed slaves.  

As a businessman, Sanford firmly believed in United State’s capitalism, and wanted the U.S. to 

start business ventures in Africa.
63

 

Given his many reasons, it is difficult to determine what Sanford’s chief reason was for 

supporting Leopold.  Perhaps one can conclude that because Sanford had so many reasons to 

support the Belgian Monarch, he had the motivation to get so much accomplished for Leopold: 

both U.S. recognition and victory at the Berlin Conference.  Despite the influence of the King’s 

flattery however, Sanford would have worked as hard on his assignments without having the 

King’s continuous compliments.  As a businessman (even an unsuccessful one), Sanford was 

constantly looking for economic opportunities.  After Leopold gained sovereignty of the Congo, 

Sanford attempted to start a trading operation there (it failed like his other ventures).  This 

conclusion, however, is not final, and it remains unclear as to whether Sanford would have 

played Leopold’s game without his flattering. 
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Whatever Sanford’s motives, it is unquestionable that he was the key figure in gaining 

the United States’ recognition the IAA.  The issue was brought to the attention of Congress only 

after Sanford’s lobbying campaign.  As Henry M. Stanley wrote, “General H. S. Sanford, … , in 

the latter part of 1883, had by means of the press and his intimate acquaintance with the 

authorities, succeeded in rousing a genuine public interest in the Congo question.”
64

  The U.S. 

recognizing the Congo was truly profound when you consider the time frame.  Throughout the 

19
th

 century, the United States had followed an isolationist policy in regards to European issues.  

Both France and Portugal had claims on the Congo; recognizing the IAA was an interference in 

European affairs.  What provoked such an action?  What was so special about the Congo?  Was 

Leopold really so charismatic and persuasive?  What were the United State’s reasons for 

supporting the IAA? 

The general American public was very supportive of Leopold’s plans.  As argued earlier, 

part of this is explained by Stanley’s association with the United States.  Another explanation 

arises when considering Through the Dark Continent.  The American public read not only the 

description of the appearance of Africans, but also about the practice of cannibalism.  Stanley 

wrote of tribes who filed their teeth into points to better consume human flesh, and walking 

through villages where there were piles of human rib and thigh bones.  Constantly in his 

encounters with Africa tribes, Stanley and his companions were left with the choice of either 

killing the natives or being eaten by them.
65

 

As pointed out in chapter one, Americans associated the savagery of cannibalism to the 

location that it occurred.  Then, since Stanley reported cannibalism in the Congo, Americans 

would have viewed the entire Congo region as uncivilized.  Therefore, in addition to the 
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descriptions of “ugly Africans” earlier described, the presence of cannibalism in the Congo made 

Americans even more prone to support bringing civilization to Africa.  This evidence, while 

simultaneously examined with the United States support of Stanley, explains the American 

public’s approval of Leopold’s policies.  Then American support of Leopold was based on 

common Victorian ideals and Stanley’s ability to attract the press. 

Though Leopold may have received the support from the public for philanthropic 

reasons, the motives of the United States government stemmed from economic concerns.  

Starting in 1882 and lasting through 1886, the United States was in a depression.  The U.S. had a 

problem with finding places to export all their trading goods.  With self-sufficient European 

economies monopolizing most of the globe, the United States was left with few options.
66

  If 

France or Portugal were granted control of the Congo, they would monopolize all of the business 

coming into and out of Central Africa.  The concern was so great that when England, France and 

Portugal tried to steal the Congo from Leopold after Stanley developed it for the IAA, President 

Arthur stated “The United States cannot be indifferent to this work. … It may become advisable 

for us to co-operate with other commercial powers in promoting the rights of trade and resident 

in the Congo Valley, free from the interference or political control of any one nation.”
67

  It was 

also written “That the valley of the Congo and all the region opened by the labors of the 

International Association should be made free to the commerce of the whole world.”
68

 

These quotes imply that the United States eventually became involved due to economic 

concerns.  So, even though Sanford’s intense lobbying campaign helped bring attention to the 

issue, the United States government recognized the IAA as a sovereign entity for trade and not 

philanthropic reasons.  As James Roark explains, the lobbyist is not responsible for favorable 
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   The New York Times.  2 January 1884, p. 4, column 3. 
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   The New York Times.  2 January 1884, p. 4, column 3. 
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responses.  They can only channel or redirect existing attitudes to attain the reactions they 

want.
69

  Though the United States also supported spreading civilization, they would not have 

gotten involved in the affair if had there not been a call for economic expansion.  Then, because 

the chief reasons the United States recognized King Leopold as sovereign were due to financial 

problems, Leopold’s persuasive techniques were not essential to gaining U.S. approval.   

That is not to say, however, that the United States approval would have taken place if it 

were not for Sanford and Leopold.  If Sanford did not do such a good job as lobbyist and public 

advocator, the subject would not have gained enough attention to even have been considered.  In 

fact, Sanford did so well as a lobbyist that the French ambassador to the United States later 

comment that “The presence of [Mr.] Sanford, his activity at the state department, the senate and 

his contacts with the American press, have put more drive than is customary into the 

parliamentary procedures.”
70

  Then my point here is strictly that Leopold did not persuade the 

United States, but rather deceived it with lies of free trade.   

The reader is probably wondering why so much special attention has been given to the 

United States.  As explained somewhat briefly in chapter two, the United States’ recognition of 

the IAA put significant pressure on other nations to acknowledge it as well.  In fact, the Berlin 

Conference probably would not have taken place without the United States.  As Otto Von 

Bismarck told John Kasson, the other U.S. representative at Berlin, the conference had been 

called because of the recent actions of the United States government.
71

  Before the United States 

gave its support, Leopold’s only real claim to the Congo were that of a squatters argument.  As 
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the figurative leader of a small country, Leopold was not going to acquire Central Africa by 

means of force.  Two other countries, Portugal and France, had more significant political claims 

in the region.  Portugal had claimed the mouth of the river since the beginning of the slave trade.  

France had claims in the Congo valley; the country sent in the explorer Brazza with an army 

during the early 1880s to compete with Stanley.
72

 

After the United States gave their support to Leopold, Belgium gained the upper hand in 

the situation.  Germany would have gladly given Belgium support over their French rival.  If 

France got the region, they surely would have established a monopoly of trade in Central Africa.  

The same was true for Portugal.  Belgium, on the other hand, said they would open the area to 

international trade.  They, however, had no significant claim to the area.  The United States 

supporting Belgium motivated Bismarck to acknowledge it.  Furthermore, with no other nation 

supporting its claim, France was put in a weak position.  After Leopold’s offer to the French 

(that if Belgium had to sell the country, they would sell it to France if France agreed to 

acknowledge it), there was no real reason for France to try to hold onto their claims.  Britain 

would have liked to have had trading rights on the Congo, but they were not interested enough to 

go to war over the issue.  England then had no choice but to withdraw their support of Portugal.  

Without Britain’s backing, Portugal was forced to throw in the towel as well. 

Going back to my thesis, how much of this was due to Leopold’s persuasion techniques? 

Did countries approve of him due to humanitarian reasons or for selfish economic concerns?  

Certainly a reason why France agreed to relinquish their claim was due to his diplomatic skills, 

but I doubt that Leopold’s personal aura had any significant impact on the result.  Though the 

masses respected leaders that claimed to spread civilization, the political leaders of a country 
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would not agree to granting Leopold the Congo simply because he talked nicely or promised to 

accomplish humanitarian deeds. 

This is evident perhaps no better than by the reactions of Bismarck to Leopold’s 

campaign.  As explained earlier, after the United States recognized the IAC, Germany became 

interested in doing the same.  As a result, Leopold sent Bismarck a copy of his territorial 

ambitions and what he hoped to do in Central African with them.  Bismarck was never fooled by 

Leopold’s philanthropic image.  On the contrary, he was very suspicious of Leopold’s motives.  

Along the section where Leopold discussed suppressing the slave trade, the Iron Chancellor 

wrote “Schwindel,”
73

 and on the section that claimed Leopold would turn the Congo into a 

republic of free African states, he wrote “Fantasies.”
74

  Bismarck replied to Leopold’s 

information by agreeing to recognize the IAC only if German citizens were allowed free trading 

rights, and that he set out clear borders for the colony.  When Leopold replied to this proposition, 

he ignored Bismarck’s demands entirely.  The Belgian King not allowing any give and take (that 

is characteristic of the compromises of diplomacy) made Bismarck so upset that he refused to 

reply, commenting that “His majesty [Leopold] displays the pretensions and naïve selfishness of 

an Italian who considers that his charm and good looks will enable him to get away with 

anything without ever being asked for anything in return.”
75

 

As shown in chapter two, Bismarck did eventually acknowledge the IAC, but it was only 

after Stanley finalized the border of the colony and when he thought Leopold was going to make 

the Congo an international trade zone.  Proof of this assertion comes from Bismarck’s comments 

to a French ambassador shortly after recognizing the Congo.   
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[The size of the Congo] is indeed vast, the Prince-Chancellor said to me, but it is not for us to 

bridle those ambitions, seeing that the Company guarantees our trading freedom and that the 

benefit to us from application of this principle increases with the size of the Company’s 

operations.  I do not know just what this Belgian Association is, nor what will become of it, 

but … it is always useful for diverting troublesome rivalries and claims that we could handle 

less easily ourselves.  We can give it our backing to clear the way.
76

 

 

This quote illustrates both that Bismarck was deceived by Leopold’s false claims of establishing 

free commerce on the Congo, and that political leaders supported the IAC for free trade and not 

for philanthropic reasons.   

Then, though the General Act of the Berlin Conference (copy of part of the act is in 

Appendix E) talked a great deal about spreading civilization, ending the slave trade, and 

improving the life of Africans, the primary reason why most nations supported Belgium were 

due to imperial economics.  When put into context with chapter one, The General Act of the 

Berlin Conference is simply another example of the nature of Imperialism in the 19
th

 century: 

western economic expansion disguised in terms of humanitarian ends.  Thus it can be concluded 

that Leopold’s personal aura had little effect on the outcome at the Berlin Conference. 

I would like to digress for a moment and offer a subtle but powerful side point.  While 

reading the General Act of the Berlin Conference, one notices the emphasis put on humanitarian 

gains.  Though the technical part of the document focused on trade, colony development, etc., a 

significant portion highlighted the philanthropic objectives of the Congo Free State.  When 

considering the quote of Bismarck above, it is worth noting that Leopold II was not the only 

leader deceiving the public.  The political leaders of Europe and the United States agreed to 

Belgian sovereignty for commercial reasons, and yet they collectively wrote a document, without 

the direct influence of Leopold (he was not at the conference) that advertised the Congo’s goals 

and objectives as humanitarian.  When looking at the situation this way, it is to no wonder that 

academic bodies such as the American Philosophical Society were fooled by Leopold’s 
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agenda—an international document written by the most influential leaders in the world quoted 

the humanitarian aims in the Congo.  Then Leopold was not the only man purposefully deceiving 

the public; rather political leaders who habitually disguised their economic expansion as opening 

up civilization were disguising their greed as well.  

Finally, I would like to explain how Henry S. Sanford was crucial to the outcome of the 

Berlin Conference.  Fry argues in his book Henry S. Sanford that without Sanford Leopold 

would not have gotten everything he wanted at Berlin.  Sanford was crucial to suggesting 

compromises to Leopold when countries were swaying in their approval of him.
77

  As his initial 

negotiations with Bismarck suggests, Leopold would sometimes make offers that were not good 

for diplomacy, or he was inflexible with in his compromises.  Fry suggests that Sanford was the 

key determinant in pushing the King past his somewhat selfish propositions, which ensured that 

all powers present the conference were satisfied enough to sign the final document. 

Now the ultimate question: was Leopold’s success due to his persuasion or deception?  

Before answering, let me review the main points of this chapter.  Leopold won the approval of 

the general public, but it can be more attributed to his playing the “advancing civilization card,” 

and not his ability to flatter people.  The general public read how primitive Africa was in the 

many articles and books written on Africa at the time; as a result they did not need much 

convincing that the area needed civilizing.  Stanley himself was not persuaded by Leopold’s 

humanitarian agenda, but rather his personal ambitions motivated his work, not the Belgian 

monarch.  Sanford is much harder to label.  He was won over by Leopold’s charm and 

philanthropic ideals.  Though Sanford was influenced by the King’s flattery, he had other reasons 

to support the IAA.  Sanford was essential for the United States approving of the Congo, but this 

success was due to his lobbying campaign putting the issue on the table.  The United States 
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approved because of the perceived need to expand markets, not “White Mans Burden.”  Finally, 

Leopold’s outcome in the Berlin conference was thanks not to his persuasion ability, but rather 

thanks to a great diplomatic campaign conducted by Sanford, and from all the powers believing 

Leopold’s lies of free trade. 

Then the answer is Leopold was successful due to his deception techniques.  Though he 

won the support of Sanford and the public by means of persuasive techniques, even their support 

can be explained through other reasons.  Leopold was successful at Berlin and in the United 

States because everyone thought he was creating a neutral trade zone in Central Africa.  The 

support of Stanley and major political leaders were not due to flattery or philanthropic dogma.  

They agreed to Leopold as sovereign only due to financial concerns; no matter now nice Leopold 

appeared he would not have been successful without appealing to Europe’s economic appetite.  

All parties concerned had ulterior motives that outweighed the call of “White Man’s Burden.”  

Then Leopold succeeded because was able to convincingly lie to masses and leaders of the 

United States and Europe.  He, perhaps like none before him, created a wall of deception that 

clouded his dark ambitions. 
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Conclusion 

 

The foundation of Leopold’s Congo was successful thanks in large part to three things: 

The United States recognizing the sovereignty of the IAA, Leopold gaining the support of Henry 

M. Stanley and Henry S. Sanford, and the complex political negotiations of the Berlin 

Conference.  Though Stanley, France, Germany, the United States, and the other powers at 

Berlin claimed to support Leopold due to his humanitarian agenda, the unspoken motive for their 

approval stemmed from economic interests.  Their actions are easily explained through the 

ethnocentrism of the Victorian era, which used the concept of “White Man’s Burden” as 

justification for abusing “inferior races.”  Though Henry Sanford was more naïve, supporting 

Leopold for philanthropic reasons, he too held economic interests in Central Africa.  Then, 

though Leopold had massive public support, he was successful due to his ability to lie about 

financial benefits to all of Europe and the United States. 

King Leopold’s Congo Free State would eventually become the opposite of what it 

represented: strictly a Belgian Colony with monopolies on trade and a government that 

oppressed Africans instead of bringing them civilization.  Belgian officials opened very few 

schools and oppressed the Congolese through terror tactics and straight out murder to get them to 

work for them.  Instead of abolishing slavery, Leopold’s regime adopted a force labor policy that 

resulted in the massacre of millions of people.  Though the other major powers of Europe used 

similar techniques to control and make a profit out of their colonies in Africa, Leopold and his 

Congo became renowned for its cruelty and corruption. 
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The situation is far too complex to blame on just one man, but exactly how responsible 

can we hold Leopold for this tragedy?  As this paper illustrates, Leopold’s success is partially 

due to the common practices of the Imperialistic era.  He played the “advancing civilization 

card,” and claimed sovereignty over a region because he wanted to bring benefit to the Africans.  

The ulterior motives behind the justifications of “White Man’s Burden” were economic 

exploitation.  Leopold understood that the major political leaders of the time played by these 

rules, and he used their greed to his advantage.  Though he achieved his goals through deception 

and flattery, Leopold merely followed the example of the major powers.  As a result, all of 

Victorian society could theoretically be held responsible: the public for believing such lies and 

political leaders for endorsing them.  Then the massacre of fifty percent of a population is much 

like a tragic drama: large scale death and destruction for the profit of a small group of people, but 

supported by the masses due to the romantic notions of saving a population. 
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Appendix A: Kipling’s White Man’s Burden (1899) 

 

 As shown in Stearns, Peter, Gosch, Stephen and Grieshaber, Erwin.  Documents in World 

History, Volume II from 1500 to present (New York: Pearson Education Inc.,2006), 217-218. 

 

 

 Take up the White man’s burden— 

  Send forth the best ye breed— 

Go, bind your songs to exile 

  To serve your captive’s need; 

To wait, in heavy harness, 

  On fluttered folk and wild— 

Your new-caught sullen peoples, 

  Half devil and half child. 

 

Take up the White man’s burden— 

  In patience to abide, 

To veil the treat of terror 

  And check the show of pride; 

By open speech and simple, 

  An hundred times made plain, 

To seek another’s profit 

  And work another’s gain. 

 

Take up the White Man’s burden— 

  The savage wards of peace— 

Fill full the mouth of Famine, 

  And bid the sickness cease; 

And when your goal is nearest 

  (The end for others sought) 

Watch sloth and heathen folly 

  Bring all your hopes to nought. 

 

Take up the White Man’s burden— 

  No iron rule of kings, 

But toil of serf and sweeper— 

  The tale of common things. 

The ports ye shall not enter, 

  The roads ye shall not tread, 

Go, make them with your living 

  And mark them with your dead. 

 

Take up the White man’s burden, 

  And reap his old reward— 
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The blame of those ye better 

  The hate of those ye guard— 

The cry of those ye humor 

  (Ah, slowly!) toward the light:— 

“Why brought ye us from bondage, 

  Our loved Egyptian night?” 

 

Take up the White man’s burden— 

  Ye dare not stoop to less— 

Nor call too loud on Freedom 

  To cloak your weariness. 

By all ye will or whisper, 

  By all ye leave or do, 

The silent sullen peoples 

  Shall weigh your God and you. 

 

Take up the White man’s burden! 

  Have done with childish days— 

The lightly-proffered laurel, 

  The easy ungrudged praise: 

Comes now, to search your manhood 

  Through all the thankless years, 

Cold, edged with dear-bought wisdom, 

  The judgment of your peers. 
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Appendix B:  Speech by Jules Ferry (1884) 

As shown in Stearns, Peter and Gosch, Stephen and Grieshaber, Erwin.  Documents in 

World History, Volume II From 1500 to present (New York: Pearson Education Inc., 2006), 216. 

 

  

The policy of colonial expansion is a political and economic system… that can be 

connected to three sets of ideas: economic ideas, the most far-reaching ideas of civilization, and 

ideas of a political and patriotic sort. 

In the area of economics, I am placing before you, with support of some statistics, the 

considerations that justify the policy of colonial expansion, as seen from the perspective of a 

need, felt more and more urgently by the industrialized population of Europe and especially the 

people of our rich and hardworking country of France” the need for outlets [for exports].  Is this 

a fantasy?  Is this a concern [that can wait] for the future?  Or is this not a pressing need, one 

may say a crying need, of our industrial population?  I merely express in a general way that each 

one of you can see for himself in the various parts of France.  Yes, what our major industries 

[textiles, etc.] … lack more and more are outlets.  Why?  Because next door Germany is setting 

up trade barriers; because across the ocean the United States of America have become 

protectionists, and extreme protectionists at that; because not only are these great markets … 

shrinking, becoming more and more difficult of access, but these great states are beginning to 

pour into our own markets products not seen there before.  This is true not only for our 

agriculture, which has been so sorely tried ... and for which competition is no longer limited to 

the circle of large European states … Today, as you know, competition, the law of supply and 

demand, freedom of trade, the effects of speculation, all radiate in a circle that reaches to the 

ends of the earth … That is a great complication, a great economic difficulty; … an extremely 

serious problem.  It is so serious, gentlemen, so acute that at least informed persons must already 

glimpse, foresee, and take precautions against the time when the great South American market 

that has, in a manner of speaking, belonged to us forever will be disputed and perhaps taken 

away from us by North American products.  Nothing is more serious’ there can be no graver 

social problem: and these matters are linked intimately to colonial policy. 

 Gentlemen, we must speak more loudly and more honestly!  We must say openly that 

indeed the higher races have a right over the lower races… 

 I repeat that the superior races have a right because they have a duty.  They have a duty to 

civilize the inferior races… In the history of earlier centuries these duties, gentlemen, have often 

been misunderstood: and certainly when the Spanish soldiers and explorers introduced slaver 

into Central America, they did not fulfill their duty as men of a higher race…But, in our time.  I 

maintain that European nations acquit themselves with generosity, with grandeur, and with 

sincerity of this superior civilizing duty. 

 I say that French colonial policy, the policy of colonial expansion, the policy that has 

taken us under the Eimpire [the Second Empire, of Napoleon III, to Saigon, to Indochina 

[Vietnam]]. That has led us to Tunisia, to Madagascar—I say that this policy of colonial 

expansion was inspired by… the fact that a navy such as ours cannot do without safe harbors, 

defenses, supply centers on the high seas… Are you unaware of this?  Look at a map of the 

world. 
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 Gentlemen these are considerations that merit the full attention of patriots.  The 

conditions of naval warfare have greatly changed…At present, as you know, a warship, however 

perfect its design, cannot carry more than two weeks’ supply of coal; and a vessel without coal is 

a wreck on the high seas, abandoned to the first occupier.  Hence the need to have places of 

supply, shelters, ports of defense and provisioning…And that is why we needed Tunisia; that is 

why we needed Saigon and Indochina; that is why we needed Madagascar…and why we shall 

never leave them!...Gentlemen, in Europe such as it is today, in this competition of the many 

rivals we see rising up around us, some by military or naval improvements, others by the 

prodigious developments of a constantly growing population; in a Europe, or rather in a universe 

thus constituted, a policy of withdrawal or abstention is simply the high road to decadence!  In 

our time nations are great only through the activity they deploy; it is not by spreading the 

peaceable light of their institutions…that they are great, in the present day. 

 Spreading light without acting, without taking part in the affairs of the world, keeping out 

all European alliances and seeing as a trap, an adventure, all expansion into Africa or the 

Orient—for a great nation to live this way, believe me, is to abdicate and, in less time than you 

may think, to sink from the first rank to the third and fourth. 
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Appendix C: Map of the Belgian Congo in 1900 

 Hochschild, Adam.  King Leopold’s Ghost: A Story of Greed, Terror and Heroism in 

Colonial Africa (New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1998), preface. 
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Appendix D: Map of Africa in 1914 

 H.G. Wells, The Outline of History (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1921), 986: 

http://etc.usf.edu/maps/pages/3600/3689/3689.htm (accessed 13 October 2008). 
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Appendix E:  Excerpts from the General Act of the Berlin Conference of 1885 

As shown in Gavin, R.J.  The Scramble for Africa: Documents on the Berlin West 

Conference and Related Subjects 1884/1885 (Ibadan Nigeria: Ibadan University Press, 1973), 

288-303. 

 

 

 Wishing, in a spirit of good and mutual accord, to regulate the conditions most favourable 

to the development of trade and civilization in certain regions of Africa, and to assure to all 

nations the advantages of free navigation on the two chief rivers of Africa flowing into the 

Atlantic Ocean; being desirous, in the other hand, to obviate the misunderstanding and disputes 

which might in future arise from new acts of occupation (“prises de possession”) on the coast of 

Africa; and concerned, at the same time, as to the means of furthering the moral and material 

well-being of the native populations; have resolved , on the invitation addressed to them by the 

Imperial Government of Germany, in agreement with the Government of the French Republic, to 

meet for those purposes in Conference at Berlin…
78

 

 

 

CHAPTER I.   Declaration relative to Freedom of Trade in the Basin of the Congo, its 

Mouths, and circumjacent Regions, with other Provisions connected 

therewith 

 

 

ARTICLE 1 

 

 The trade of all nations shall enjoy complete freedom —
79

 

 

 

ARTICLE 2 

 

 All flags, without distinction of nationality, shall have free access to the whole of the 

coast-line of the territories above enumerated, to the rivers there running into the sea, to all the 

water of the Congo and its affluents, including the lakes, and to all the ports situate on the banks 

of these waters, as well as to all canals which may in future be constructed with intent to unite 

the watercourses or lakes within the entire area of the territories described in Article 1.  Those 

trading under such flags may engage in all sorts of transport, and carry on the coasting trade by 

sea and river, as well as boat traffic, on the same footing as if they were subjects. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
78

   Excerpt from the introduction 
79

   The remainder of Article 1 identifies the boundaries of the Congo. 
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ARTICLE 3 

 

 Wares, of whatever origin, imported into these regions, under whatsoever flag, by sea or 

river, or overland, shall be subject to no other taxes than such as may be levied as fair 

compensation for expenditure in the interest of trade, and which for this reason must be equally 

borne by the subjects themselves and by foreigners of all nationalities.  All differential dues on 

vessels, as well as on merchandize, are forbidden. 

 

 

ARTICLE 5 

 

 No power which exercises or shall exercise sovereign rights in the above-mentioned 

regions shall be allowed to grant therein a monopoly or favour of any kind in matters of trade. 

 

 Foreigners, without distinction, shall enjoy protection of their persons and property, as 

well as the right of acquiring and transferring movable and immovable possessions; and national 

rights and treatment in the exercise of their professions. 

 

 

ARTICLE 6. Provisions relative to Protection of the Natives, of Missionaries and 

Travellers, as well as relative to Religious Liberty. 

 

All the powers exercising sovereign rights or influence in the aforesaid territories bind 

themselves to watch over the preservation of the native tribes, and to care for the improvement of 

the conditions or their moral and material well-being, and to help in suppressing slavery, and 

especially the Slave Trade.  They shall, without distinction of creed or nation, protect and favour 

all religions, scientific or charitable institutions, and undertakings created and organized for the 

above ends, or which aim at instructing the natives and bringing home to them the blessings of 

civilization. 

 

Christian missionaries, scientists, and explorers, with their followers, property, and 

collections, shall likewise be the objects of especial protection. 

 

Freedom of conscience and religious toleration are expressly guaranteed to the natives, 

no less than to subjects and to foreigners.  The free and public exercise of all forms of Divine 

worship, and the right to build edifices for religious purposes, and to organize religious Missions 

belonging to all creeds, shall not be limited or fettered in any way whatsoever. 

 

 

CHAPTER II. Declaration relative to the Slave Trade 

 

 

ARTICLE 9 

 

 Seeing that trading in slaves is forbidden in conformity with the principles of 

international law as recognized by the Signatory Powers, and seeing also that the operations 
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which, by sea or land, furnish slaves to trade, ought likewise to be regarded as forbidden, the 

Powers which do or shall exercise sovereign rights or influence in the territories forming the 

Conventional basin of the Congo, declare that these territories may not serve as a market or 

means of transit for the Trade in Slaves, of whatever race they may be.  Each of the Powers binds 

itself to employ all the means at its disposal for putting an end to this trade and for punishing 

those who engage in it. 

 

 

CHAPTER III. Declaration relative to the Neutrality of the Territories comprised 

in the Conventional basin of the Congo 

 

 

ARTICLE 10 

 

 In order to give a new guarantee of security to trade and industry, and to encourage, by 

the maintenance of peace, the development of civilization in the countries mentioned in Article 

1, and placed under the free trade system, the High Signatory Parties to the present Act, and 

those who shall hereinafter adopt it, bind themselves to respect the neutrality of the territories, or 

portions of territories, belonging to the said countries, comprising therein the territorial waters, 

so long as the Powers which exercise shall exercise the rights of sovereignty or the protectorate 

over those territories, using their option of proclaiming themselves neutral, shall fulfill the duties 

which neutrality requires. 
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Appendix F:  Leopold’s Persuasion vs. Deception 

 The Times.  March 28
th

, 1883, page 3, column E. 

 

The International Congo Association 
(From a Belgian Correspondent.) 

 

 Some Years ago Henry M. Stanley was intrusted, as a newspaper correspondent, with the 

mission of finding Linvingstone.  This was the origin of the discovering of the Congo and it’s 

magnificent harbour, which until them had been completely unknown.  On Stanley’s return to 

Europe several wealthy philatrophists (English, French, and Belgian) met in the capital of 

Belgium (a neutral state), and there subscribed the necessary funds for commencing the 

civilization of countries that Stanley had just revealed to the world.  As Belgium does not wish 

for foreign possessions, and as her capital is in close proximity to London and Paris, she seemed 

especially marked out as the fitting social seat where the new association should meet to 

deliberate.  The International Congo Association, as it does not seek to gain money, and does not 

beg for aid of any State, resembles in a measure, by it’s organization, the Society of the Red 

Cross; it has been formed by means of large voluntary contributions, and with the noble aim of 

rendering lasting and disinterested services to the cause of progress.  As the association did not 

ask help of any one, it naturally did not lay itself out to attract notice, but went actively and 

noiselessly to work, it’s object being to establish on the Congo, from the ocean to Nyangwe, a 

line of friendly stations, at once scientific and free.  Another international association was 

working at the same time from Zanzibar to Tanganyika to establish stations of the same nature, 

in order, by these means, to form a chain across Africa. 

 More than one third of this task has been accomplished, and probably more than half will 

be so in a few days.  Stations have been made at Vivi, at Tsanghila, at Manjanga, at Lontete, at 

Stanley Pool, at Bolobo, and at other places on the Congo or in its vicinity, and at Darema, on 

the Tanganyika.  Where the cataracts of the Congo have made the navigation of the river 

impossible; a road has been constructed on either side of it, added to which the association has 

launched three steamers on the Upper Congo, the first ever seen there.  All this has been 

accomplished in the most passive manner, without any struggle with the natives; indeed, on the 

contrary, with their help and assistance.  The natives have, for an annual sum, rented 

considerable territories from the association round and about it’s stations, which may in a 

measure be looked upon as the commencement of free towns.  All this has been carried out in 

districts completely unknown before Stanley’s travels, and to which no state has any valid right. 

 Now that the road is open and marked out, amateurs are wanting to supplant those who 

did the work in the first instance.  The Portuguese, who claim all Africa, and India, too, I believe, 

as their rightful property—who for the last 300 years have not set foot at the mouth of the 

Congo, whose claims to the entrance of this river England has never yet admitted, and ho have 

never yet been able to proceed up the Congo, as the natives are so hostile to them, owing to their 

exactly conduct in the neighbouring districts—the Portuguese, to the great dismay of all the 

merchants, endeavour all at once to claim the right of sovereignty to Lower Congo.  Portugal 

posses in Africa 1,800,000 square kilometers, and until now what has she done in this enormous 
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extent of country to advance the happiness of the natives, or to establish morality, commerce, 

and civilization? 

 After one of the first expeditions, the expenses of which were defrayed by the 

International Association, M. de Brazza separated himself from the latter, and after the glorious 

campaign of the English army in Egypt, under Sir Garnet Wolseley, he led his fellow-

countrymen to believe that they ought to take their revenge on the Congo.  M. de Brazza strongly 

attacked the International Association, with whose funds he had accomplished his voyages.  He 

tried to represent it as being merely a simple commercial association.  Now, the International 

Association does not undertake any commercial negotiations, but its efforts all tend to the 

ultimate development of commerce, when use would naturally be made of the free stations in 

preference to others.  In order that these stations might always remain free, and to afford them all 

special advantages for commerce, the International Association would make them independent.  

The relations of the Association with the French Government have never been otherwise than 

most cordial.  The agents of the Association have strict orders not to found any establishment 

between the rivers Djane and Impila, on the territory that Makoka awarded to France between 

these two rivers.  M. de Brazza is on the eve of starting for Africa with a large expedition—two 

companies of troops, one Algerian, the other from Senegal, accompany him, and he takes out and 

enormous amount of firearms and gunpowder.  Undoubtedly, he will try and occupy as many 

stations as possible which hitherto have not fallen into the hands of white men. 

 The International Congo Association does not ask a favour of anyone; all it demands is 

leave to continue to carry out its mission peacefully and permanently—as mission derived from 

the philanthropical views of its founders.  These latter are desirous to continue to defray, at their 

own cost, the expenses necessary for the furtherance of its needs, which are now considerable 

and will become much more so.  This endeavour is interesting for many reasons, the feelings that 

dictated it, the means employed, the aim pursued, and the work already accomplished.  It is 

worthy of our epoch of decentralization and individual struggles.  At a time when the budgets of 

so many countries have increased, it is gratifying to see any private individuals undertake, 

without the help of the public Treasury, a task which, when accomplished, will be useful to all 

nations—on the sole condition that it may be pursued in peace, and without restraint.  We all 

know that it is the King of the Belgians, president of the Association, who directs the enterprise, 

and who pays nearly the whole cost out of his private purse.  The Congo being of the questions 

of the hour, I thought you would be glad of this information with regard to an enterprise which 

will be, I believe, as useful as hitherto it has been unobtrusive.  It is all the more deserving of 

sympathy is all quarters, because it will cost no one anything, whereas all nations may profit by 

its success, according to their energy and their aptitude for commerce and industry. 
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